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motivation
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single-nucleotide variant (snv) data

ID SNV1 SNV2 SNV3 · · · SNVp

1.1 1 0 0 · · · 0
1.1 0 1 0 · · · 1
1.2 1 0 1 · · · 0
1.2 0 0 1 · · · 0
1.3 1 0 0 · · · 0
1.3 0 0 1 · · · 1

Mutated alleles are coded as 1 and wild type alleles are coded by 0.
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requirements

To simulate sequence data for a pedigree we require:

1. a pedigree, and

2. single-nucleotide variant (SNV) data from a sample of
unrelated individuals.

Presently, we streamline the use of exon-only SNV data simulated
by SLiM 2.0 and pedigrees simulated by SimRVPedigree.
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pedigree simulation

I We simulate life events by way of a competing-risk model
which makes use of age-specific hazard rates of disease-onset
and death provided by the user.

I Possible life events include: disease-onset, reproduction, and death.
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pedigree simulation

I At the individual level, disease onset is influenced by the
presence (or absence of) a causal rare variant, or cRV.

I We assume the cRV has been introduced by no more than
one founder and transmit it according to Mendel’s laws.
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sequence data for offspring

Given the cRV status of each pedigree member we perform a
conditional gene drop to simulate inheritance.

I Simulate genetic recombination among parental haplotypes.

I Sample the inherited gamete conditionally on cRV status.
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crossover events

Each parent’s haplotypes participate in recombination, or crossover,
events whereby genetic material is exchanged between them.

We model the locations of crossover events as stochastic point
process with a gamma renewal density [12].
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formation of gametes

I To simulate the formation of gametes we assume that
homologous chromatids are assigned to one of four gamete
cells with equal probability.

I This assignment occurs independently for non-homologous
chromosomes.
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conditional gene drop

Case 1: If both the parent and offspring carry the cRV we
sample the inherited gamete from those that carry the cRV.
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conditional gene drop

Case 2: If the parent carries the cRV but the offspring does
not, we sample the inherited gamete from those that do not carry
the cRV.
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conditional gene drop

Case 3: If a parent is not a carrier of the cRV, we sample the
inherited gamete from the four parental gametes.
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sequence data for founders

graphic by Daycd, at the English Wikipedia Project, distributed under a CC-BY 2.0 license

I We assume founders are unrelated and represent a random
sample from a global population of individuals.

I Exon-only sequence data may be obtained from:

I publicly available sequence data (1000 genomes project),

I a coalescent simulator (msprime or fastsimcoal), or

I a forward-in-time evolutionary simulator (SLiM 2.0).
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pathway implementation

Different families may segregate different cRVs residing
in a set of interacting genes or a pathway.

I We specify a pool of cRVs from which to sample familial
cRVs, so that different families can segregate different cRVs.

I Founder haplotypes are sampled from the population
distribution of haplotypes conditioned on the founder’s cRV
status at the familial disease locus.
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timing

Task Time

Simulating exon-only sequence data with SLiM 2.0 > 24 hrs
• 10,000 individuals

• 44,000 generations

• recombination rate 1 × 10−8

• mutation rate 1 × 10−8

Simulating pedigrees with SimRVPedigree. 1 - 90 mins
• 200 pedigrees

• 2 or more disease-affected relatives

Simulating genetic data for the disease-affected
relatives with SimRVSequences.

53 sec
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